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The pursuit of simultaneous ultra-high spatial and temporal resolution electron sources are a 
subject of intense research for a wide variety of applications in emerging lightwave electronics 
and attosecond sciences. Recently, increasing research efforts on the production and integration 
of nanomaterials have projected wider scientific communities towards ultrafast electron 
emissiondevices that were hitherto manufacturable. Not only fascinating from the fundamental 
science point of view, such emerging electron emission systems offer an exciting platform for 
a wide variety of re-engineered as well as new applications. Here, the current state of the art in 
the field of ultrafast field electron emission, an in particular sub-optical-cycle field emission, 
   
using nanostructures  is reviewed. Metallic nanotips, carbon nanotubes, and silicon nanotips, 
along with other promising nanomaterial platforms are considered alongside possible future 
research fields such materials may open up.  
1. Introduction 
Electron sources lie at the heart of various ubiquitous and widely adopted systems; ranging 
from medical diagnosis to homeland security, electron emission systems find themselves at the 
very center of a wealth of technologies central to many industries. The first generation of 
vacuum electronic devices were bulky and slow thermionic sources, which continue to 
dominate the market more than a century after their inception. As new materials continue to 
emerge at pace, in the past few decades the electron emission community has increasingly 
shifted its focus towards cold cathode field electron emission[1]. Field induced electron emission 
is the quantum mechanical tunneling of electrons through a material dependent potential barrier 
under the influence of a high electric field. The absence of solid-state transport channel and the 
intrinsically ultrafast response time (attosecond) allow for near instantaneous emission resulting 
in much interest in various vacuum electronics devices such as flat panel display[2], microwave 
amplifiers[3], electron microscopy[4], and X-ray sources[5]. The successful demonstration of 
various nano-based field emission instruments is a significant milestone, which may ultimately 
lead to a combined spatial and temporal resolutions yet to be achieved using any other 
technology before them. The pursuit of high performance field emission source depends 
intimately on advanced materials engineering[6]. Nanomaterials have already demonstrated 
superior field emission performance compared to their bulk counterparts[7]. From ultra-low 
   
excitation voltages, to extraordinarily high emission current densities, the distinctive electronic 
structures and nanometric emitting surfaces of these new materials imbue extremely high field 
enhancement factors[8]. Today, using nanomaterials, we can realize devices that simply could 
not be manufactured only a decade or so ago. 
However, the advantageous bifunctionality of field emission -- extremely high spatial and 
associated high temporal resolution -- has yet to fully capitalized on. In the past decade, 
motivated by attosecond science at sub-nanometric scale[9]; including the push towards ultrafast 
electron microscopy[10], next generation field emission electron sources with both sub-
nanometer spatial resolution and attosecond temporal resolution have gained traction[11]. On 
one hand, much research remains in further enhancing the spatial resolution, typically achieved 
through the coupling of advanced transport physics and state-of-the-art materials science. By 
embracing bottom-up, atom-by-atom synthesis of new one-dimensional (1D)[12] and two 
dimensional (2D)[13-15] materials, the ultimate aim of engineering truly-single-atomic scale 
emission sites is becoming increasingly possible. Conversely, however, it is challenging to 
further improve the temporal resolution employing conventional driver electronics. New 
excitation methodologies are essential in order to reach femtosecond and even attosecond time 
scales. Excitation by ultrashort strong electromagnetic field of light is one viable candidate[16, 
17]. It is this continuing pursuit of high temporal resolution field emission that has triggered the 
emergence of a new discipline - “lightwave electronics”,[18] whose central tenant is to 
investigate, and control, dynamic electron transport at sub-optical-cycle timescales. 
Here we capture the present status of this emerging field. We first briefly review the 
methodologies associated with ultrafast field emission, including electric field and strong 
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optical field interactions. Then, we turn to the current development of ultrafast field emission 
electron sources and their applications, focusing on recent developments in optical field 
electron emission, mainly based on metal nanostructures alongside our recent progress on the 
production of carbon nanotube ultrafast emitters. Hereafter, we summarize the potential 
materials that will be interested for ultrafast field emission. This review aims to bridge the 
disciplines of conventional quasi statics field emission research and emerging ultrafast optical 
field emission research. 
2. Ultrafast field emission methodology 
2.1 Fundamentals of field emission 
Classically, field electron emission is the quantum tunneling of electrons from an electron dense 
surface through a field augmented surface potential barrier, thereby allowing electrons to be 
emitted from a materials surface into a vacuum through a narrow potential barrier, typically 
achieved by the application of a high electric field. First modeled by Fowler and Nordheim in 
1928,[19] in the case of metals metallic surfaces the emission current density J was found to 
depend on the electric field strength E, field enhancement factor 𝛽 and the surface work 
function Φ, and has following form, commonly called the Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) Equation: 
𝐽 =
𝐶1(𝛽𝐸)
2
Φ
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 , are the basic constants (where e and m are the electron 
charge and the mass, respectively, and h is Plank’s constant). Upon inspection it is clear that 
   
𝛷 and 𝛽 dominate the field emission characteristics of such electron dense materials. Though 
not explicitly true for all non-metallic systems, to date, a wide range of field emission materials 
have been studied, and regardless of the material type or dominant emission mechanism and 
associated emission model, a common methodology for emitter optimization and discovery has 
been, and continues to be, to decrease the surface barrier (work function 𝛷), and to regulate 
the external morphology of the material in order to increase the field emission enhancement 
factor. 
2.2 Ultrafast laser assisted electric field emission 
To improve the field emission performance, energy assisted electric field emission has been 
applied recently, including thermal-field emission[20] and photo-field emission[21] (Fig. 1A). In 
these regimes, electrons are first excited to higher energy levels by absorbing energy from 
thermal or optical excitation, allowing them to subsequently observe a much narrower tunneling 
barrier and hence allowing greater proportions of the electron population to more readily tunnel 
through the vacuum gap. Conventional energy assisted electric field emission employed 
electrical heating or laser exposure in order to provide this additional energy. However, though 
functional, thermal excitation methodologies do not readily allow for femtosecond response 
times.  
Ultrafast femtosecond laser assisted electric field emission is the fore running candidate to 
retain, and ultimately exploit the ultrafast properties intrinsic to field emission[22]. Excited by 
exposure to ultrafast lasing, electrons may be excited to a nonequilibrium states, by obtaining 
energy from both photons and thermal (laser heating) affects. In the case of photon driven 
   
excitation, the time scale of the general electron pulse is the same as the laser pulse[23]. Whilst, 
in the case of thermal driven excitation, time frames of >100 fs are required to transfer sufficient 
thermal energy to the local electron population[24]. 
2.3 Ultrafast optical field emission 
Much faster field emission can be achieved by driving electron tunneling by strong 
electromagnetic fields, referred to as optical field emission (OFE)[25], as shown in Fig. 1B. This 
mechanism produces sub-optical-cycle duration electron pulses. Photoemission may transit into 
OFE from a conventional photon-driven regime, under a suitably strong optical field; a 
transition that can be described by the Keldysh framework.[26] Originally formulated for the 
ionization of a single atom, and latterly extended for photoemission from a metal surface,[27] 
Keldysh introduced a characteristic parameter γ that separates two limiting regimes; the 
multiphoton photoemission regime[28] (γ＞1) and the tunneling emission regime (γ＜1). The 
latter is termed OFE. The Keldysh parameter γ is given by 𝛾 = 𝜔√2𝑚𝜙/𝑒𝛽𝐹, where 𝜔 is 
optical frequency, 𝜙 is work function, m is the mass of the electron and e is its charge, F is the 
incident light-field strengthen, 𝛽 is the field enhancement factor of the emitting tips. During 
multiphoton photoemission (Fig. 1C), the minimum number n of the energy quanta ħω required 
to overcome the work function are absorbed by the emitting surface (ħ is the reduced Planck 
constant). Here the photocurrent scales by a power law of the form In, where I refers to the laser 
intensity and the exponent n refers to the absorbed number of photons. In this photon-driven 
picture, more than the minimum required number of photons can be absorbed, resulting in what 
is termed above threshold mulitphoton photoemission[29] (Fig. 1D).  
   
2.4 The nano advantage 
Much of the research on field emission has, to date, relied on advances in materials technology, 
especially relating to nanomaterial growth and devices fabricated thereon. Ever increased field 
enhancement factors and consistently reduced work functions have proven key to lower the 
required external electric field and associated excitation laser intensity. Thus, smaller emitting 
tips fabricated from exotic materials continue to be pursued fervently. Longevity and brightness 
also stress the need for additional material properties, such as high mechanical strength, and 
low chemical reactivity, should such emitters operate successfully under common extreme 
conditions.  
According to the Keldysh parameter (), to access OFE, high optical-field strengths are required. 
However, this is limited by both the materials’ damage threshold as well as the available laser 
power. Thus, the optical near-field enhancement factor 𝛽 of the emitter material plays a key 
role. 𝛽 of 1D nanomaterials are mostly derived from the sharp tips induced “lightning rod 
effect”, which also exists in static field emission[30]. At nanoscale discontinuities, such as 
nanotips, and nanorods, the electron density is notably very high, which induces highly 
enhanced near-field emission. Exploiting localized surface plasmons (LSPs) has proven a 
useful means of excitation and is a second excitation mechanism in near-field enhancement[31]. 
With resonant optical excitation, the system naturally leads to higher field enhancement than 
other mechanisms operating non-plasmonically[32]. 
2.5 Experimental methods 
Femtosecond laser exposure is required to achieve OFE due to the extremely high incident 
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optical field strength. Normally, an enhanced optical field strength of ~20 V/nm is necessary to 
access the OFE regime. For emitters with high field enhancement factor, the laser pulse 
intensity generated by comparatively inexpensive ultrafast oscillators with high repetition rates 
(MHz level) have proven sufficient to achieve strong field photoemission . However, if the field 
enhancement factor is low, ultrafast amplifiers are required, though such amplifiers often have 
deleteriously low repetition rates (KHz level) which contributes towards a reduced signal-to-
noise ratio and ultimately poor functionality and a reduced number of potential applications 
The maximum photoemission current occurs when the optical polarization is parallel to the 
emitting tip axis. In order to collect the liberated electrons, a moderate static electric field is 
commonly applied between the tips and a counter electrode. We stress here that this DC field is 
not sufficiently large so as to extract the electrons directly by conventional DC electric field 
emission. The photoemission electron yield can be measured by a high precision digital source 
meter or counted by an electron multiplier plate. The emission image can be monitored by a 
phosphor screen, read out both electronically and by a timed and triggered charge-coupled 
device (CCD) camera to allow for spatial studies to be conducted. Finally, the energy 
distribution of the liberated electrons can be measured using, for example, a retarding field grid 
energy analyzer[ADD REFERENCE], time of flight spectrometer[ADD REFERENCE], or 
hemispherical energy analyzer[ADD REFERENCE]. The former two can reach an energy 
resolution of a few tens meV, while the latter can reach high resolution of a few meV. 
OFE from nanotips is driven by the optical carrier waveform of the laser pulse rather than its 
envelop. To exam such behavior, careful control over the temporal evolution of the electric field 
of the laser pulses is required[33]. The use of ultrashort few-cycle pulses with control over their 
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carrier envelop phase (CEP) are frequently used. The CEP of a laser pulse is the phase between 
the carrier wave (electric field) and its intensity envelope[34]. In a few-cycle laser pulse, the peak 
light-field of half-cycles (negative or positive cycles) can be sensitively controlled by tuning 
the CEP. For a nanotip emitter, OFE only occurs in half-cycles of the laser pulse, when the 
light-field direction is consistent with the tip orientation. The method exploits the exponential 
sensitivity of the emission probability on the field amplitude in combination with symmetry 
breaking at the emitting surface. CEP effects in photoemission can be used to realise CEP-based 
detectors[33, 35] and to reveal sub-optical-cycle dynamics associated with the photoemission 
process[36]. 
3. State-of-the-art in ultrafast field electron emission sources 
Research on ultrafast field emission has attracted huge interest, and this has led to significant 
progress over the past decade[34]. Many nanomaterials (including metal nanostructures, carbon 
nanomaterials, Si nanotips, and nano dielectrics) have been studied. Table 1 summarizes some 
now common ultrafast field emission materials and their key parameters. In this section, the 
current state-of-the-art in nanostructure-based ultrafast field emission sources is presented. 
3.1 Metallic nanostructures 
To date most of ultrafast field emission experiments have been conducted using metal materials 
due to their relatively simple electronic structures and strong plasmonic near-field enhancement. 
A variety of novel electron dynamics phenomena during OFE have been discovered from metal 
tips in this way. Metallic tips have already been applied in various practical devices, such as 
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ultrafast electron microscopy. In this section, we briefly review some of the novel electron 
dynamics observed on metal tips and their current application in ultrafast electron sources.  
Recent research has demonstrated OFE from nanotips during short wavelength (<800 nm) 
excitation, which has proven a fundamental aspect in modern attosecond science due to its 
unique ability access ultra-fast physical and biological processes[16]. The transition into OFE 
was indicated by strong deviations of the photoemission transport profiles from the multiphoton 
photoemission power law[37, 38], as shown in Fig. 2A-C. However, such transitions are often 
observed at 1< 𝛾<2. This is inconsistent with the Keldshy theory[26], which predicted pure 
optical field emission at 𝛾 ≪ 1. A hybrid photoemission regime is now widely accepted. At 
higher intensities, the light-field effect becomes increasingly dominant on the vacuum barrier, 
which results in the multiphoton photoemission channel closing[39]. Such an affect is 
theoretically predicted by the strong field approximation based on the time-dependent 
Schrödinger equation (Fig. 2D)[37]. It has been experimentally confirmed by electron 
spectroscopy that strong optical field shifted the high-order photoelectron peaks to lower kinetic 
energies alongside a closing of low-order channels[16], as shown in Fig. 2E. Further channel 
closing leads to a pronounced decrease of the effective nonlinearity to n~1[37], which has been 
observed at arrays of n-doped Si tips (800 nm) [40], Au nano-arrays (800 nm)[41], Au nano-array 
devices[42], CNTs (800 nm, 400 nm)[43, 44].  
A novel quiver quenched electron dynamics was discovered in the OFE from Au nanotip[17]. 
Followed by tunneling into continuous states (first step), electrons will be accelerated in a 
strong optical near field (second step). This so-called two step Simpleman model captures the 
otherwise complex dynamics in a simplified form[45]. Despite simplicity, this model is capable 
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to accurately describe various experimental observations. In the oscillating optical near field, 
the electrons have a typical quiver amplitude of 𝑙𝑞 = 𝑒𝐹/𝑚𝜔2. In the case of nanoscale tips, 
the optical field decays exponentially with the distance from the tip surface, with a decay length 
𝑙𝐹  that is proportional to the tip radius. The electron trajectory is described by a spatial 
adiabaticity parameter (𝛿 = 𝑙𝐹/𝑙𝑞). For 𝛿>>1, most of the electrons quiver in the optical field, 
accompanied with strong surface rescattering, termed the quiver regime (upper panel of Fig. 
3A and Fig. 3B). For 𝛿<1, most of the emitting electrons escape the local optical field in one 
optical cycle, with minimized quiver and rescattering, termed the sub-cycle regime (lower panel 
of Fig. 3A and Fig. 3C). The sub-cycle regime encodes the instantaneous optical field, rather 
than its temporal integral, onto the electron energy. The locally accelerated electrons have 
excellent spatial coherence; critical for next generation ultrafast electron sources. The first 
observation of sub-optical-cycle acceleration in a nanotip near-field was presented by Ropers 
et al.[17] The effect has been further investigated in a systematic study by Echternkamp et al.[46] 
on W tip.  
OFE of the metals is predicted to be very sensitive to the CEP [47], however, a low sensitivity to 
CEP modulation[48] has been observed in practice. As discussed previously, this is maybe due 
to limited optical-field modulation efficiency that resulted from the greatly reduced 
photoemission nonlinearity (i.e. power scaling of current-intensity curve). Another possible 
reason may include space charge effects[49] which induce photoemission current saturation. And 
hence, a lower sensitivity to modulation which may ultimately limit the range of practical 
applications, such as CEP detectors. Recently, the electron kinetic energy distributions of OFE 
from W tips has been noted to be more sensitive to the CEP. As discussed by Peter, et.al[16], the 
   
cut-off energy of the spectrum comes from the electrons rescattering from the tips surface, 
which is strongly dependent on the maximum driven carrier field of the pulses, i.e. the CEP. 
The peaks in the energy distribution can be strongly modulated by CEP, and the modulation 
depths of the peak near the cut-off position reached up to 100%.  
The ultrafast electron source of metallic tips have been applied in femtosecond point-projection 
microscopy (fsPPM),[57, 58] ultrafast low-energy electron diffraction (ULEED)[59] and 
combinations of the two.[60] This technology has extended the time resolution of electron 
microscopy to the picosecond and even femtosecond scale, however, the spatial resolution is 
limited to the order of hundred microns. In 2013, Barwick et al.[57] introduced nano ultrafast 
electron source into point-projection microscopy. They demonstrateda spatial resolution of 100 
nm. When the spatial resolution is further reduced, it may replace expensive and complicated 
traditional electron microscopy systems. Following this, Gulde et al.[59], using W nanotips, 
developed a unique ULEED system with extremely high surface sensitivity to detect the surface 
structure of crystalline materials. Müller et al.[60] designed a compact hybrid device that 
combines fsPPM with femtosecond low-energy electron diffraction (fsLEED). The micro scale 
electron propagation distance greatly reduces the electron pulse broadening, while using single 
electron pulse to reach femtoseconds time resolution. 
Besides metal nanotips, the effort to access the OFE regime were carried out with other 
specially designed nanostructures for higher enhancement effect, such as nanowires,[50] 
nanospheres,[51] nanorods,[52-54] nanotriangles,[42] nanostars,[55] and composite bow-tie antennae 
and nanorod antennae.[42, 56]  
   
 
3.2 Carbon nanotubes 
Based on the understanding of ultrafast field emission phenomenon from metallic tips, research 
has now extended into other materials in an attempt to exploit their advantages to the full. One 
promising class of materials are the carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Since the discovery of CNTs, 
they have gleaned unprecedented levels of attention across a wide range of applications, 
perhaps none more so intensely than as an electron source. These robust 1D materials are near 
ideal field electron emitters. A CNT may have an aspect ratio as high as 1000, some 10-100 
times greater than an equivalent metallic emitters, and thus increase field enhancement factor. 
The enhancement of CNT is mostly based on geometrical effects, due to its extremely small tip 
radius. They also allow for very high field enhancement effect under much wider bandwidth. 
Recently, a very high enhancement factor of ~27 at 410 nm[44] and ~21 at 820 nm[43] were 
noticed in the first experiment of OFE from CNTs (Fig. 4A) with ~1 nm tip radius (Fig. 4B and 
4C). The high optical field enhancement in the engineered CNTs allows, for the first time, 
access to field-driven photoemission at unprecedently short wavelengths of around 400 nm (Fig. 
4D) with a corresponding β value of 26.7 (Figure 4(E)). In addition, the emitted electrons have 
great monochromaticity with energy spread as low as 0.25 eV (Fig. 4F).  
As mentioned above, CNTs with sub-nanometric tips radius have an extremely small field 
decay length (<0.4 nm), which allows for easier access to quiver quenched electron dynamics 
in the OFE regime. However, the δ-parameter is inversely proportional to optical field (F) for 
a fixed wavelength. Because the experimentally accessible intensity range is limited by damage 
   
thresholds, the access into sub-cycle regime by increasing F is expected to be somewhat less 
pronounced, especially for short wavelength excitation fields. Fortunately, CNT emitters have 
much higher 𝛽 alongside a much smaller 𝑅 compared with conventional metal tips, as well 
as a significantly greater damage threshold, all of which facilitate improved access into the sub-
cycle regime[43]. In recent OFE experiment on multi-walled CNTs, 𝛿 decreased to a small 
value of ~0.53 with the laser power increasing. This suggests that OFE has accessed the sub-
cycle regime effectively. This is also supported by the fact that the cut-off energy increases sub-
linearly with the optical field strength. These demonstration opens exciting prospects for 
extending current characterization extreme to sub-femtosecond temporal resolution as well as 
sub-nanometer spatial resolution.  
3.3 Other nanostructured ultrafast field emitters 
In addition, Silicon nanotips array,[40] dielectric nanospheres,[61-64] metallic nanoclusters[65] and 
C60 “buckyballs”,[66] carbon nanofibers[ref]. were used in strong-field experiments. For 
example, Swanwick et al.[40] designed arrays of nanosharp silicon pillars as a novel field emitter, 
achieving electron emission at low power. Passig et al.[65] investigated plasmon-enhanced 
photoemission from silver clusters. Li et al.[66] using few-cycle laser pulses demonstrate the 
spatiotemporal control of electronic wave packet motion in C60. Moreover, many studies focus 
attention on dielectric nanospheres, including the attosecond control of the collective electron 
motion[61], electron scattering in strong-field photoemission,[63, 64] and CEP controlled 
photoemission.[62]  
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4. Potential ultrafast field emission materials. 
A notably trend in the use of ever more exotic nanomaterials to investigate ultrafast field 
emission is currently under way. Besides their higher optical field enhancement factors, the 
potentially lower work functions are also preferred in order to reduce the required high optical 
field. In this section, we summarize the suitability and use of several potential nanomaterials as 
ultrafast field emitters. 
4.1 Wide bandgap semiconductors 
In order to seeking appropriate low work function materials for field emission, diamond thin 
films was discovered in the early 1990s[67]. It has attracted significant attention with many 
thousands of reports having been published to date. In addition to having low, and even negative 
surface electron affinity[68], diamond and related films are especially attractive emission 
platforms as they are chemically inert, and have extremely high thermal conductivity and 
mechanical toughness. Therefore, they are an excellent candidate for ultrafast field emission. 
However, the films have, due to their growth by nominally planar chemical vapor deposition 
methods, relatively low field enhancement factors which severely compromises their emission 
performance. Subsequently, diamond films or nanostructures[69] have also similarly been 
synthetized on other micro - nano tips to enhance the field emission properties of the uncoated 
materials[70].  
The successful demonstration of excellent field emission of diamond and related materials led 
to the study of various wide bandgap semiconductors[71], including ZnO[72], WO3[73], AlN[74], 
   
SiC[75], GaN[76], BN[77], and SnO2[78]. When nanostructured, these materials offer varied and 
unique emission properties. Among them, ZnO has been perhaps the most extensively studied, 
likely due to its ease of synthesis into tipped nanostructures at relatively low temperatures via 
hydrothermal processing, though vapor phase deposition methods are also widely adopted. 
Studied since 2002, the various sharp morphologies that can be produced by ZnO are wide 
ranging; from tetrapod’s to nanowires[79].  
4.2 Low work function materials 
Perhaps the most successful low function materials to date, is Lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6); 
widely used both in conventional electron microscopy and ultrafast electron microscopy, 
though other established materials include, RuO2[80], and Cs[81]. The research on the use of LaB6 
as field emitter material has been an ongoing effort ever since 1960s [82]. As a cold field emitter, 
LaB6 nanowires will offer a high emission current density mainly due to their low 
dimensionality, low work function (~2.6 eV), as well as excellent electrical, thermal, and 
mechanical properties. Compared with the conventional W emitter (φ = 4.5 eV), LaB6 has a 
dramatically lower work function (φ = 2.5 eV)reducing the need for highly energetic excitation. 
Moreover, LaB6 is 5-10 times harder than W, thereby improving its resistance against ion 
bombardment.[83] To obtain clean surface, Zhang et al.[84] propose a method which is field 
evaporation to fabricate single LaB6 nanowires of different crystal orientations. They found that 
the <001> oriented LaB6 nanowire emitter has the highest field emission symmetry, the <012> 
oriented LaB6 nanowire has the lowest work function therefore possess the highest field 
emission intensity and the lowest emission energy spread. Field-emission measurements on a 
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single LaB6 nanowire showed that a high emission current density of 5×105 A cm–2 was 
achieved at a voltage below 800 V with an effective emission area as small as 6.4 nm2.[85] 
Furthermore, the field emission stability from the single LaB6 nanowire emitter is significantly 
better than W cold field emitters. Recently, Zhang et al.[86] investigated a method of fabricating 
LaB6 nanowires that emits electrons from a single point with high monochromaticity (Fig. 5A-
C). This LaB6 field emitter with nanostructured tip could emit at a high current density and 
extremely high stability. Benefitting from the low work function of 2.07 eV, the energy spread 
of the emitted electron is reduced considerably (Fig. 5D-E). All these make LaB6 nanowires an 
excellent ultrafast field emitter. 
4.3 Two-dimensional materials 
Though a very wide variety of materials have been considered to date, it was not until the late 
2000s that two-dimensional (2D) materials came to the fore in electron emission research. 
Graphene, the first widely studied 2D material gained much interest in this sense. Graphene is 
a single-layer of carbon atoms arranged in hexagonal lattices, which is well known for having 
broad application prospects due to its excellent thermal, mechanical and electrical properties.[87] 
Though nominally planar, and as such not immediately of use in morphology dependent 
electron emission, by carefully structuring its surface, graphene can be used to produced ultra-
sharp tips that have a radius of curvature below 1 nm, and can thus produce the extremely high 
aspect ratios required for field electron emission. Cold field emission from graphene has been 
reported in the context of creating micro-fabricated nanometer-scale sharp protrusions to 
localize and enhance an applied electric field, either by transferring graphene sheets onto 
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metal/semiconductor nanotips,[88] graphene coating of Ni/Co nanotips,[89] or by forming 
vertically aligned graphene films.[90, 91] Some studies have demonstrated that thin carbon 
nanoflakes/nanosheets prepared by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PEVCD)[92] 
show promising electron emission properties, such as low emission turn on voltage and large 
emission current density. Here we define the turn-on voltage defines the voltage required to 
produce an emission current of 1 nA, as widely accepted by the research community. Earlier, 
Cheng et al.[93] used the electrophoretic deposition technique to fabricate homogeneous single-
layer graphene films, these films show excellent field-emission properties, with turn on field of 
2.3 V/μm and threshold field of 5.2 V/μm, a large field enhancement factor of 3700, and good 
emission stability and uniformity. Soon afterwards, vertically aligned few-layer graphene was 
found to be a good field emitter by Malesevic et al.[94], characterized by turn on fields as low 
as 1 V/μm and field enhancement factors up to 7500, but which decays after only five cycles 
with the turn on field shifting to 3 V/μm and field enhancement factor decreasing to 3000. Such 
instabilities by means of tip degradation and surface augmentation continue to plague ultra-
sharp emitted. A spin-coated graphene film was reported to exhibit a threshold field of 4 V/μm 
with a field enhancement factor of 1200.[91] And Rao et al.[95] fabricated undoped and doped 
graphene films synthesized by arc discharge in hydrogen, these high-density graphene films 
exhibit good field emission properties with a turn-on electric field of 0.7 V/μm. Recently, Wei 
et al.[96] reported a fast response surface electron emission from single atom graphene layer. 
Khursheed et al.[13] use a few-layer graphene-coated Ni wire point cathode to demonstrate that 
it is possible to obtain stable cold field emission for electron microscopy and lithography 
applications in high vacuum (HV) conditions and use relatively large point cathode tip 
   
diameters, which is attributed to their experimentally measured ultralow work function of 1.1 
eV.  
MoS2 is a naturally occurring molybdenite compound, when reduced to a single unit layer 
possesses interesting properties such as atomic sharp edges and unique electronic,[97] 
mechanical,[98] optical[99] properties. Earlier, Li et al.[100] have reported field emission properties 
of MoS2 nanoflowers, synthesized by reducing the MoO2 in sulfur environment, exhibiting a 
turn on field of 4.5–5.5 V/μm. Then, field emission from a few layer MoS2 was first reported 
by Kashid et al.[101] at the base pressure of 1×10-8 mbar. For MoS2 sheets, the turn on field 
required for a field emission current density of 10 μA/cm2 is found to be 3.5 V/μm. 
4.4 Molecule-scale emitters 
Nanoscale hydrogen terminated carbon nanoparticles, or more commonly the Diamondoids, 
possess a variety of interesting and useful properties. Studies have shown that these unique 
macromolecules can produce monochromatic secondary electron emission,[102] due to their 
extraordinarily long carbon–carbon bonds[103]. It has been suggested that the novel electron 
emission noted from the Diamonoids is mediated by their negative electron affinity and small 
exciton binding energy caused by minimal quantum confinement in their unoccupied states.[104] 
They are interesting candidates for field emission because they represent the ultimate limit in 
diamond grain size reduction, which has previously been correlated with improved electron 
emission.[105] Melosh et al.[14] found that monolayers of diamondoids can effectively confer 
significantly enhanced field emission properties to metal surfaces, which was attributed to a 
reduction of the work function rather than a geometric enhancement. It is possible to transfer 
   
the impressive field emission characteristics of diamond films to Au surfaces. In doing so it is 
possible to avoid transport issues relating to the low bulk diamond conductivity. Such hybrid 
systems are commonly realised  by functionalizing Au surfaces with self-assembled 
monolayers (SAMs) of molecular-scale diamondoids. The four-cage tetramantane-thiol 
monolayers can reduce the work function of Au to 1.6–1.7 eV due to the formation of excited-
state radical cations. This work proposes a new approach to modulate the surface work function 
using nanomaterials that form persistent radical cations rather than relying on reactive metals 
like Cs or Ru. 
As the field of nanotechnology continues to progress, single atom and single molecule field 
emission sources are becoming manufacturable. Most recently, Esat et al.[12] reported a new 
molecular-scale electron emitter (Fig. 6A,B); a single molecule (3,4,9,10-
perylenetetracarboxylic-dianhydride, PTCDA) standing on a metal surface that can emit 
electrons when excited by an electric field. They use the tip of a scanning tunnelling microscope 
to assemble a large planar aromatic molecules on silver surfaces. , With all prior studies noting 
this molecule lying with its long axis parallel to the planar metallic substrate, this atypical and 
surprisingly stable upright molecular orientation enables the system to function as a coherent 
single electron field emitter (Fig. 6C)which may indeed allow such designable molecules to 
usher in a generation of new macro-molecular electron sources that complement the library of 
nanowires and nanotubes currently available,[106] . If other metastable adsorbate configurations 
become available, it may well soon be possible to access a third spatial dimension for the design 
of functional nanostructures on surfaces.  
   
5. Conclusion and outlook  
Ultrafast field emission from nanomaterials is now becoming a very hot topic as it continues to 
be the vehicle that moves novel ultrafast electron dynamics beyond conventional knowledge 
and devices. The ability to produce ultrafast short electron pulses, driven by short wavelength 
(<800 nm) optical fields, has led to wide applications in the emerging field of lightwave 
electronics and attosecond sciences.  
Though significant progress has been made, however, there remain many challenges plaguing 
the technology. For instance, an intrinsic physics problem in attosecond science arises from 
relating to the limiting frequency of OFE - how short can an electron pulse ultimately go? 
Although much work has been devoted to measuring the time of electron tunneling, only 
recently has experimental evidence come to the fore to suggest that this may be at the attosecond 
timescale[107], though the exact transit time remains unclear. Nevertheless, much exciting 
research remains to be undertaken here with particular focus on the ultimate limits of modern 
nanoscale mediated optoelectronics. OFE may eventually provide direct experimental evidence 
of this near ultimate technological limit in scale and speed. To this end, electron quiver in the 
near-field must be quenched as it induces a delayed photoemission process and further research 
into this is needed[108]. Thus, in the pursuit of quiver quenched OFE, research agendas focusing 
on the production of extremely sharp tips must be undertaken in order to reach extreme short 
near field decay lengths. Nonetheless, of all the emission mechanisms outlined here, certainly 
quiver quenched OFE shows the most potential in advancing the state of the art in advanced 
metrology and wider industrially viable electron emission devices. To date, of the wide 
   
catalogue of bulk, 1D and 2D materials studied for use in electron emission systems, single 
wall CNTs are one of the few qualified materials for such a paradigm shifting purpose; these 
class-leading nanomaterials have emission sites principally located at ultra-small features at the 
tip but also at lattice defects. As the same concept, single atom and molecular emitters and 
single atomic layer materials based emitters are proving increasingly qualified, though present 
challenges with their mass and reproducible production make them somewhat more distant 
from application than the CNTs. 
When accessing the OFE regime under short wavelengthexcitation, nonlinearity is greatly 
reduced and the optical field modulation efficiency is limited, both of which have hampered its 
practical application in attosecond devices, such as CEP detectors, to date. Present OFE is a 
hybrid process in which the strong optical field vibrates the vacuum barrier and results in 
multiphoton channel closing effect[16, 37], rather than a pure optical tunneling from states within 
the vicinity of the Fermi level. There remains much technology centered research exloring the 
potential tofurther increase the optical field strength in order to access the pure optical field 
emission regime, and thereby achieving much higher nonlinearity with the the photoemission 
current exhibiting an exponentially increasing trend with intensity. However, this requires nano 
and sub-nanoscale ultra-sharp emitting tips which not only have a higher optical field 
enhancement, but also all us to avoid space-charge effects[49, 109], another key constraint. 
Certainly, it would seem that the use of sub-nanometric CNTs tip offers and exciting potential 
route for the advancement of lightwave electronics.  
As the general physics picture of ultrafast electron emission continues to take shape, most 
central tenants to this framework have been established using metallic nanotips. There is a clear 
   
need for revision of these for the emerging nanomaterials, with a clear focus on introducing 
further research on the effects of distinctive electronic band structures of these new materials. 
For instance, the highly tunable electronic structure of CNTs by charity, chemical doping, and 
electrical gating - to name but a few - are additional important controllable factors for novel 
OFE electron dynamics that need careful consideration and study. For this purpose, examination 
of single sub-nanometric CNT tips for highly coherent ultrafast electron source is essential. 
Greatly reducing the emitter surface work function is another alternative way to facilitate the 
access into OFE, which has proven the preserve of many research groups, particularly relating 
to the work for LaB6, diamond, and other wide bandgap materials. Their band structures will of 
course trigger novel interband and intraband electron dynamics[110], which greatly affect the 
emission performance and as such warrants additional further broad study.  
Field emission, though considered by many to be a bygone research field is returning to the fore 
with vigour. By marrying advances in materials synthesis with recent developments in optics, 
new and exciting research, devices, technologies, and commercial opportunities abound this 
new field of study in the coming decade. 
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Figure 1. Mechanisms of photoemission. (A) Photofield emission. An electron is excited to 
an intermediate state when gaining the energy of a photon and then tunnels through the 
barrier. (B) Optical field emission. When fields is high enough to create a penetrable 
tunneling barrier, electrons tunnel from the Fermi level. (C) Multiphoton photoemission. 
Electrons are emitted over the barrier. (D) Above-threshold photoemission. More than the 
minimum required number of photons is absorbed. 
  
   
 
 
Figure 2. Transition from the multiphoton to the optical tunneling regime. A) Pulse energy 
dependence of electron current (circles), fifth-order power law (dotted grey) and strong-field 
approximation model [solid (red)].[37] B) Log-log plot of emission current vs pulse energy (P) 
for a 1 μm pitch square array of Au nanorods for various applied anode bias values. Emission 
current scales as P3 up to a pulse energy value of 27 nJ (dashed line).[109] C) Emitted charge and 
overall quantum efficiency as a function of laser pulse energy for various anode bias voltages. 
A 3-photon emission growth is shown in current at low intensities, followed by a tunneling kink 
at an enhanced peak intensity near 1×1013 W/cm2.[40] D) Transition rate for single channels 
[grey (color)] and total sum (solid black) as a function of Keldysh parameter.[37] E) Electron 
count rate as a function of the electron energy. From bottom to top the curves are taken at laser 
intensities of (0.9, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.9, 2.1, 2.3) × 1011 W/cm2.[112] Reproduced with permission. 
[37, 40, 109, 112] Copyright 2011, Nature Publishing Group; Copyright 2011, American Chemical 
Society’s Publication; Copyright 2010, American Physical Society’s publication. 
 
 
 
   
 
Figure 3. Sub-optical-cycle acceleration regime. A) Trajectories of photoelectrons generated 
by intense optical fields depend strongly on whether the quiver amplitude is smaller (top, short-
wavelength excitation) or larger (bottom, long-wavelength excitation) than the characteristic 
decay length of the optical near-field (bright white region).[17] B-C) Simulated electron 
trajectories for four emission phases in localized (B) and homogeneous (C) pulsed fields 
(wavelength 8 mm, colour shading indicates field; red and blue indicate positive and negative 
electric force on electron, respectively). Grey lines are rescattered trajectories.[17] Reproduced 
with permission. [17] Copyright 2012, Nature Publishing Group 
  
   
 
 
 
Figure 4. Highly coherent CNT-based photoemission source. A) Emission dynamics.[44] B) 
High resolution transmission electron microscopy image of a typical CNT under study. Scale 
bar: 5 nm.[44] C) Raman spectrum of the CNTs, indicates a radius of 0.5-1 nm. D) Emission 
current as a function of laser power (P) (bottom abscissa) and laser feld (F0) (top abscissa) at 
bias voltage (Vb) of 50 V. At low power range, multiphoton regime is noted, while feld-driven 
regime is noted at higher power range.[44] E) FN plot of the optically driven emission current, 
showing a feld enhancement factor (β) of 26.7 ± 0.5.[44] F) corresponding dI/dV curves; the 
width of the peaks (FWHM) indicates the energy spreads (ΔE), while the shoulder indicates the 
beam divergence grade.[44]  
  
   
 
Figure 5. LaB6 nanowire field emitter. A) SEM image showing the finished LaB6 nanowire 
emitter and the complete emitter assembly used for field-emission SEM.[86] B) Hemispherical 
nanowire tip produced by field evaporation. Scale bar: 30 nm. Left inset: assembled tip. Right 
inset: the electron diffraction pattern of the tip after field evaporation, showing that perfect 
crystallinity is maintained.[86] C) High-resolution TEM image showing the clean surface of the 
LaB6 nanowire synthesized by this method. Scale bar:5 nm.[86] D) Energy band showing the 
origin of the low work function for a LaB6 nanowire and its influence on emission current 
density and beam monochromaticity.[86] E) Electron energy distribution from a LaB6 nanowire 
and a W(310) tip emitting at current densities of 1.8 × 1010 A m-2 and 3.6 × 109 A m-2, 
respectively.[86] Reproduced with permission. [86] Copyright 2015, Nature Publishing Group 
  
   
 
 
Figure 6. Single molecule field emitter. A) Schematic side view of a standing PTCDA 
molecule.[12] B) AFM image of the standing molecule, recorded at z = 17.5 Å .[12] C) 
Successive field-emission images (without the background).[12] Reproduced with permission.[12] 
Copyright 2018, Nature Publishing Group  
 
  
 
  
   
Table 1. Typical ultrafast field emission materials and their key parameters. 
Materials Morphology 
Size of  the 
emitting tip 
Substrate 
Field enhancement 
(wavelength) 
Dominant field 
enhancement mechanism 
The local optical 
field strength 
(when access 
strong field 
emission) 
gold nanowire[50] 
90 nm-190 
nm[50] 
Tungsten 
tips[50] 
Simulation:6.6-10.4 
(750 nm)[50] 
Experiment:5.98 ± 
0.24 (750 nm)[50] 
Geometry effect[50] 23 V/nm[50] 
 
nanosphere[51]  90 nm[51]  Si[51]  1000 (780 nm)[51]  Plasmon resonance[51]  50 V/nm[51]  
 nanorod[53, 54] 
150 nm×50 
nm[53] 
70 nm×20 
nm[54] 
ZnS[53] 
ITO[54] 
36 (500 nm)[53] 
60 (800 nm)[54] 
Plasmon resonance[53, 54] 
3.5 V/nm[53] 
3-4.3 V/nm[54] 
 nanotip[17]  10 nm[17]  _ 10 (800 nm)[17]  
Plasmon resonance  
and geometry effect[17]  
28 V/nm[17]  
 nanotriangle[42]  
(160-300 nm× 
120-225 nm)[42]  
ITO[42]  32 (1177 nm)[42]  Plasmon resonance[42]  40 V/nm[42]  
tungsten  nanotip[113, 114]  
5 nm[113] 
8-51 nm[114]  
_  
12 (800 nm)[113] 
2.6-5.7 (800 nm)[114]  
Geometry effect[113, 114]  
_ 
8.7 V/nm[114]  
silicon  pillar[40]  4.4 nm[40]  _ 10.5 (800nm)[40]  Geometry effect[40]  8.7 V/nm[40]  
silver  nanotip[115]  12-50 nm[115]  _  
3.8±0.1 (800 nm)[115] 
12.2±2 (400 nm)[115]  
Plasmon resonance  
and geometry effect[115]  
2.7 V/nm[115]  
dielectric  nanosphere[61, 63] 
100 nm[63] 
52-147 nm[61]  
_ 
1.3 (720 nm)[63] 
1.54 (720 nm)[61]  
Geometry effect[61, 63]  
15 V/nm[63] 
12.3 V/nm[61]  
Carbon 
nanotube  
nanotip[44]  0.5-1 nm[44]  _ 26.7±0.5 (410 nm)[44]  Geometry effect[44]  0.66 V/nm[44]  
 
 
 
  
 
   
 
 
 
